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For high service temperatures (>550°C). 

Not only has Outokumpu been producing stainless steel for over 
a century, we also invented the heat resistant MA (micro-alloyed) 
stainless steels. Our legacy of innovation and consistent quality means 
that we have the right product for every application. 

By grouping our products into ranges based on performance, rather 
than stainless steel type, we aim to make choosing the best product for 
your application easier. The Therma range stainless steels are designed 
for applications with service temperatures above 550 °C/1020 °F.
These products give you better oxidation and high temperature 
corrosion resistance as well as long-term creep resistance.

We have decades of experience and knowledge of high-temperature 
applications and can support and advise you on choosing the optimum 
product. The Therma range contains both commodity and special heat-
resistant grades. 

Our Therma MA grades give you a longer product lifecycle compared 
to other products like Therma 309S/4833 and Therma 310S/4845. 
Therma MA grades have good abrasion resistance, making them 
suitable for use in the cement and other heavy industries. MA grades 
also have signifi cantly higher mechanical strength than Therma 
309S/4833 and Therma 310S/4845. This means you can use thinner 
gauges, for example in furnaces, to increase effi ciency and savings on 
material costs, or use the same thickness with higher loads to increase 
productivity.

The inside view

Thérèse Sterneland, Outokumpu 

Therma range stainless steels 
are designed for applications with 
service temperatures above 
550 °C/1020 °F.
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Stay up to date on our latest innovations, follow 
market trends, and get inspired by success stories 
– subscribe to our magazines and newsletters 
outokumpu.com/newsletter

Outokumpu is a global leader in the advanced materials business, 
creating stainless steels that are effi cient, long lasting, and 
recyclable. A strong customer focus, sustainability, and technical 
excellence are at the heart of everything we do.

As an open and approachable company, our customers rely on our 
advice to help them select products that will deliver the best long-
term performance for their needs.

With over a century of innovation behind us and some of the best 
minds in the business, we continue to develop pioneering materials 
to meet the demands of tomorrow.

The durability of stainless steel means that it is not only the 
best, but also the most economically sustainable choice for a 
wide range of applications. All of our products are made from an 
average of 85% recycled material and are fully recyclable at the 
end of their lifecycles.

Together with our customers and partners, we are building a world 
that lasts forever.

We believe in 
a world that 
lasts forever

The Therma range products are readily available around the globe 
and are delivered from mills and service centers that are well known 
for their quality and on-time delivery accuracy. You can depend on 
Outokumpu stainless steels to reliably and consistently meet the 
specifi cations that your application demands.
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Therma 310S/4845
A product with very good oxidation resistance in general and 
good oxidation resistance in mildly cyclic conditions that is best 
employed in temperatures up to 1050 °C/1920 °F. There is a 
slight susceptibility to embrittlement during continuous operation 
at 600–850 °C/1110–1560 °F.

Typical applications
• Furnace equipment
• Oil industry equipment
• Heat treatment baskets
• Heat exchanges
• Steam boilers
• Thermowells
• Automotive components
• Valves and fl anges

Product forms
C, H, P, B, R, S, T

Therma 253 MA
A stainless steel with excellent oxidation and creep resistance 
in cyclic conditions that is best employed in temperatures up to 
1150 °C/2100 °F. There is a slight susceptibility to embrittlement 
during continuous operation at 600–850 °C/1110–1560 °F.

Typical applications
• Oil industry equipment 
• Conveyor belts
• Refractory anchors
• Expansion bellows
• Radiant tubes, tube shields, and valves and fl anges
• Rotary kilns
• Exhaust manifolds
• Power generation applications
• Cyclone dip tubes
• Impact separators
• Bell furnaces and muffl e furnaces
• Automotive components
• Heat treatment trays
• Dampers
• Recuperator tubes for the steel industry
• Large-scale bakery ovens

Product forms
C, H, P, B, R, S, T

Key products

Choosing the right product

Product forms

P
Quarto plate

H
Hot rolled

coil and sheet

B
Bar

C
Cold rolled

coil and sheet

R
Wire rod

T
Pipe

S
Semifi nished

(bloom, billet, ingot & slab)

Therma range 
applications 
Typical applications for the Therma 
range are grouped by steel type:
Ferritic products with resistance to sulfur containing hot 
gases, lower thermal expansion
• Chemical industry (drums)
• Power industry (coal burners)
• Metalworking industry (heat treatment boxes)
• Furnace technology (walls, doors)

Austenitic products with resistance to carburizing and 
nitriding/low oxygen hot gas, higher creep strength
• Iron, steel, and non-ferrous industries
• Energy conversion plants
• Cement industry
• Automotive exhaust applications 
• Heat treatment industry

Contact us at outokumpu.com/contacts to fi nd out 
which of our products is right for your next project.

If you need a grade with high creep 
resistance, choose a nitrogen alloyed 
heat resistant grade.
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Resistance to sulfur containing hot gases, lower 
thermal expansion

Resistance to carburizing and nitriding/low oxygen 
hot gas, higher creep strength

Outokumpu name Typical applications Product forms

Therma 4713
A low-alloyed stainless steel best employed at 550–800 °C/1020–1470 °F when you 
need higher mechanical loading compared to other ferritic grades. Offers good resistance 
against sulfur attack compared to nickel-alloyed grades. 

• Furnace equipment
• Air heaters
• Annealing boxes
• Conveyor belts
• Thermowells

C, H, P, S

Therma 4724 
A low-alloyed product with improved oxidation resistance in temperatures up to 
850 °C/1560 °F.

• Furnace equipment
• Thermal boiler components
• Grids
• Burner nozzles
• Conveyor belts
• Thermowells

C, H, P, S

Therma 4742
A stainless steel with very good oxidation resistance in temperatures up to 1000 °C/ 
1830 °F, but which begins to be subject to embrittlement at temperatures above 
950 °C/1740 °F.

• Grids
• Burner nozzles
• Conveyor belts
• Chains
• Machine parts
• Cement processing equipment

C, H, P, S

Outokumpu name Typical applications Product forms

Therma 347H
A product with excellent long-term creep resistance at 550–600 °C/1020–1110 °F and 
comparable wet corrosion resistance to Core 347/4550.

• Oil refineries 
• Fired heater tubes 
• Boiler casings 
• Pressure and reactor vessels
• Welded pipes
• Fittings
• Stack liners
• Tanks 
• Furnace heating elements
• Valves and flanges

C, H, P, B, R, 
S, T

Therma 4828
A product with improved oxidation resistance in temperatures up to 1000 °C/1830 °F. 
There is a slight susceptibility to embrittlement during continuous operation at 
600–850 °C/1110–1560 °F.

• Furnace equipment
• Annealing and hardening boxes
• Air heaters
• Exhaust systems
• Automotive components
• Valves and flanges

C, H, P, B, S

Therma 309S/4833
A stainless steel with improved oxidation resistance in temperatures up to 1000 °C/ 
1830 °F. There is a slight susceptibility to embrittlement during continuous operation at 
600–850 °C/1110–1560 °F.

• Furnace equipment
• Annealing boxes
• Thermowells
• Baffle plates
• Pots for quenching salt
• Valves and flanges

C, H, P, B, R, 
S, T

Therma 153 MA       
A stainless steel with excellent oxidation and creep resistance in cyclic conditions that is 
best employed in temperatures up to 1000 °C/1830 °F. This product has an excellent 
resistance to embrittlement.

• Recuperators
• Conveyor belts
• Expansion bellows
• Power generation applications
• Cyclone dip tubes
• Bell and muffle furnaces
• Automotive components
• Tube shields, valves, flanges
• Heat treatment trays
• Dampers

C, P, R, S, T

Therma 314/4841
A product with excellent oxidation resistance in temperatures up to 1150 °C/2100 °F. 
There is a high susceptibility to embrittlement during continuous operation at 
600–950 °C/1110–1740 °F.

• Furnace equipment
• Superheater suspensions
• Enameling grates and 

hardening boxes
• Valves and flanges

C, H, P, B, 
R, S

Outokumpu name Typical applications Product forms

Therma 304H/4948
A Core 304/4301 variant with improved high-temperature creep strength that is best 
employed in temperatures up to 750 °C/1380 °F. Offers good formability and weldability.

• Pipes 
• Pressure vessels
• Valves and flanges

C, H, P, B, R, 
S, T

Therma 321H/4878
A heat-resistant stainless steel with comparable wet corrosion resistance to Core 
321/4541 that is best employed in temperatures up to 850 °C/1560 °F.

• Furnace equipment
• Case hardening boxes
• Valves and flanges

C, H, P, B, R, 
S, T
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Product performance comparison
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Oxide growth in air

Outokumpu name EN/ASTM Max. service temperature 
Ta max for air 
(EN 10095)

Creep 
rupture 
strength 

Structural 
stability

Resistance to hot gases

Sulfur containing
Carburizing Nitriding/

low oxygenReducing Oxidizing

Key products

Therma 253 MA 1.4835/S30815 1150 °C/2100 °F ★★★★★ ★★★ ★★ ★★★★ ★★★ ★★★

Therma 310S/4845 1.4845/310S 1050 °C/1920 °F ★★★ ★★ ★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★★

Resistance to sulfur containing hot gases, lower thermal expansion      

Therma 4713 1.4713/– 800 °C/1470 °F ★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★ ★

Therma 4724 1.4724/– 850 °C/1560 °F ★ ★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★ ★ ★

Therma 4742 1.4742/– 1000 °C/1830 °F ★ ★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★ ★

Resistance to carburizing and nitriding/low oxygen hot gas, higher creep strength

Therma 304H/4948 1.4948/304H 750 °C/1380 °F ★★★ ★★★ ★★ ★★★ ★ ★

Therma 321H/4878 1.4878/321H 850 °C/1560 °F ★★★ ★★★★ ★★ ★★★ ★ ★

Therma 347H –/347H 700 °C/1290 °F ★★★ ★★★★ ★★ ★★★ ★ ★

Therma 4828 1.4828/– 1000 °C/1830 °F ★★★ ★★ ★ ★★★ ★★ ★★★

Therma 309S/4833 1.4833/309S 1000 °C/1830 °F ★★★ ★★★ ★ ★★★ ★★ ★★★

Therma 153 MA 1.4818/S30415 1050 °C/1920 °F ★★★★ ★★★★ ★★ ★★★★ ★★ ★★

Therma 4841/314 1.4841/314 1150 °C/2100 °F ★★★ ★ ★ ★★★ ★★★★ ★★★★

Therma
253 MA

Therma
314/4841

601 H

Therma
310S/4845

100,000 hours creep rupture strength, relative to Therma 253 MA.

Oxide growth in air at 1000 °C/1830 °F, 165 hour cycles for austenitic high 
temperature steels.

Therma 310S/4845 and Therma 314/4841 rings collapsed due to their own 
weight. 1000 °C/1830 °F, 35 hours, 1 mm/0.04 in thickness.

Note: the more stars a product has, the better its properties in that category. 

Low nickel grades will generally resist 
high temperature corrosion caused by 
sulfur better than grades with more 
nickel.

If your stainless steel will be used in 
temperatures below 600 °C/1100 °F, 
austenitic grades from the Core range 
should also be considered.
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Product properties Replacing 
Therma 309S/4833 
with Therma 153 MA
Challenge
Avoid creep deformation of the lower part of the inner cover of a 
bell furnace.

Environment
Temperature: 770–850 °C/1410–1560 °F
Atmosphere: 92% N2+ 8% H2

Heating/cooling: electric/air

Solution 
Therma 153 MA provides the required creep strength and a 
protective oxide, adherent during temperature cycles. It brings 
toughness and ductility at room temperature to allow some repair 
work if necessary. 

Benefits of Therma MA grades
• Good microstructural stability
• Extraordinary creep strength
• Excellent oxidation resistance
• Resistance to erosive/abrasive environments

Looking for expert help to choose the 
best grade for your next project? Contact 
us at outokumpu.com/contacts

Therma range High service temperatures (> 550°C)

Steel designations Performance Typical chemical composition, % by mass

Outokumpu name EN
ASTM Max service

temp. (°C) 1)

Grade 
family C Cr Ni Mo N OthersType UNS

Therma 253 MA 1.4835 – S30815 1150 A 0.09 21.0 11.0 – 0.17 Si Ce
Therma 310S/4845 1.4845 310S S31008 1050 A 0.05 25.5 19.1 – – –
Resistance to sulfur containing hot gases, lower thermal expansion
Therma 4713 1.4713 – – 800 F 0.06 6.5 – – – Al Si
Therma 4724 1.4724 – – 850 F 0.07 12.5 – – – Al Si
Therma 4742 1.4742 – – 1000 F 0.07 17.5 – – – Al Si
Resistance to carburizing and nitriding/low oxygen hot gas, higher creep strength
Therma 304H/4948 1.4948 304H S30409 750 A 0.05 18.1 8.3 – – – 
Therma 321H/4878 1.4878 321H – 850 A 0.05 17.3 9.1 – – Ti
Therma 347H – 347H S34709 700 A 0.05 17.5 9.5 – – Nb
Therma 4828 1.4828 – – 1000 A 0.05 19.3 11.2 – – Si
Therma 309S/4833 1.4833 309S S30908 1000 A 0.06 22.3 12.3 – – –
Therma 153 MA 1.4818 – S30415 1050 A 0.05 18.5 9.1 – 0.15 Si Ce
Therma 314/4841 1.4841 314 S31400 1150 A 0.06 24.3 19.2 – – Si

1)
 In dry air acc. EN 10095.

Prodec range Stainless steel grades optimized for improved machinability
with longer tool life and enhanced quality

Steel designations Performance Typical chemical composition, % by mass

Outokumpu name EN

ASTM HRB 1) CDB 2)

Grade 
family C Cr Ni Mo N OthersType UNS PRE A %

Rp0.2 
MPa A %

Rp 0.2

MPa
Prodec 304L/4307 1.4307 304L S30403 20 45 175 45/25/30 175/400/175 A 0.02 18.1 8.1 – – –
Prodec 316L/4404 1.4404 316L S31603 24 40 200 40/25/30 200/400/200 A 0.02 17.2 10.1 2.1 – –
Prodec 303/4305 1.4305 303 S30300 19 35 190 35/15/20 190/400/190 A 0.05 17.2 8.1 – – 0.3S
Prodec 17-4PH 3) 1.4542 630 S17400 – 10 520 10/10/12 600/600/520 PH 0.02 16.3 4.7 – – Nb 3.5Cu

1)
 HRB = Hot rolled bar. 

2)
 CDB = Cold drawn bar. Values are for diameter (d) ≤ 10mm & 10 < d ≤ 16mm & 16 < d ≤ 40mm. 

3)
 Values for condition +P800.

Deco range Special surfaces

Available in Description
Bright annealed
BA/2R Bright and smooth surface which meets both functional and design requirements.

Polished/brushed 
Wet Polished, Dry Polished, Brushed, Duplo
(Polished and Brushed), Microlon

Polishing a stainless steel surface with an abrasive belt of a certain grain size leads to a homogeneous, satin-like 
and highly decorative surface fi nish. By optimizing the grain of the belt the surface fi nish can be fi ne-tuned to meet 
specifi c application requirements. Polished surfaces have more or less clearly visible scoring, which also makes 
scratches from daily wear and tear less visible. A polished surface is also easy to recreate, for example after repairs 
or welding work, compared with a 2B or 2R surface.

Brushing (e.g. with Scotch Brite®) provides a silky-matt fi nish with a pattern of very fi ne lines in brushing direction. 
The fi ne polishing grit lines of Microlon lead to an elegant, dark gray surface appearance that gives interior and 
exterior claddings a classy look.

Patterned
Linen, Linen Matt, Linen Star, Linen Supermatt, Square, 
Diamonds, Microlinen, Leather Grain, Austenite, Haze,
Laser, Microchecker, Waterfall, Triangle, Top Pearl,
Ice Crystal, Beads, Matt, 1, 8, 9, 16, AN5

Pattern rolling of stainless steel leads to an enhanced combination of design and function. Outokumpu offers a large 
variety of patterned surface fi nishes each with different gloss and refl ection effects. As standard we pattern roll on 
2R and by special request on 2B. The most popular designs are Linen, Haze, Laser, Microlinen, Diamonds, Square, 
Microchecker and Leather Grain. Custom-made patterns can also be developed according to the customers needs. 
After pattern rolling a recovery annealing is performed for improved formability. Extremely high fl atness is achieved 
by tension leveling.

Special surfaces
2R2, GritLine/Rolled-On, Supermatt High smoothness and refl ectivity is achieved on the 2R2 fi nish almost equaling the gloss and smoothness of a mirror 

polished (No. 8) surface fi nish. GritLine is a fi nish with similar properties to polished 240 grit but with improved 
corrosion resistance. The shot blasted surface fi nish called Supermatt is characterized by a dull, extremely
homogeneous and high quality appearance.

For more information and images on the Deco special surfaces go to outokumpu.com/deco

PRE = %Cr + 3.3 x %Mo + 16 x %N

Values for Rp 0.2 yield strength and the A80 for elongation are 
according to EN 10088-2 min. values for cold rolled strip.

Chemical compositions and PRE calculations are based on
Outokumpu typical values.

Please see values for other product forms at
steelfi nder.outokumpu.com

Grade families:

A = Austenitic
F = Ferritic
D = Duplex
M = Martensitic
PH = Precipitation hardening

150513_outokumpu_range_wallchart-a4-final.indd   3 13/05/15   18:03

Note: chemical compositions are Outokumpu typical values. For specific values by 
product, please see steelfinder.outokumpu.com
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Information given in this brochure may be subject to alterations without notice. 
Care has been taken to ensure that the contents of this publication are accurate 
but Outokumpu and its affi liated companies do not accept responsibility for errors 
or for information which is found to be misleading. Suggestions for or descriptions 
of the end use or application of products or methods of working are for information 
only and Outokumpu and its affi liated companies accept no liability in respect 
thereof. Before using products supplied or manufactured by the company the 
customer should satisfy himself of their suitability.

MODA, CORE, SUPRA, FORTA, ULTRA, DURA, THERMA, DECO, 
316PLUS and 153 MA are trademarks of Outokumpu Oyj. 

PRODEC, EDX, FDX, FDX 25, FDX 27, LDX, 253 MA, 254 SMO, 654 SMO, LDX 2101, 
LDX 2404 are registered trademarks of Outokumpu Oyj.

We work with our customers and partners to create 
long lasting solutions for the tools of modern life 
and the world’s most critical problems: clean energy, 
clean water, and effi cient infrastructure. Because we 
believe in a world that lasts forever.

Working towards 
forever. 


